Adjustment of affiliation contract
What you need to know when you want to make adjustments to your contract
Please check one the following options:
I wish to extend my contract
You want to add types of contributions and/or territories
for which PlayRight is currently mandated to collect your
neighbouring rights. Please note that the changes take effect
immediately after your request is processed by PlayRight.

I wish to restrict my contract
If you want to restrict your contract with PlayRight by removing
types of contributions and/or territories for which PlayRight is
currently mandated to collect your neighbouring rights, please
note that such an adjustment can’t be made immediately. If you
wish to submit an adjustment before the 30th of June of this year,
the changes will come into force on January 1st of the following
year. This is in accordance with the article 13 of our Rules of
Procedure and the Code of Economic Laws. If you submit your
changes in the second half of the year, the changes will come into
force on January 1st of the year after the following year.

If the changes of contract cause a conflict with another
sister society it can infect the term of executing the adjustments.
The territory for which you entitle PlayRight to claim
your rights, should not be listed in an affiliation contract
with another society that manages performing artists’
neighbouring rights. I. If so, a conflict will arise. Don’t
forget to make the necessary changes in your other
affiliation contract when necessary. The proof of those
changes, made by the other society, needs to be passed
on to Playright.

?

Questions? Call us for more information
via 02/421 53 41 or mail to
members@playright.be

Affiliation number:

In accordance with my affiliation contract, I
wish to adjust my contract with PlayRight
Specify below for witch artistic activities and territories you would like PlayRight to claim your rights.
Complete if necessary.
Keep in mind that music in audiovisual recordings may also provide rights.

For audiovidual contributions
for the next territories:

For music contributions
for the next territories:
Or
Or

Worldwide *

Or

Belgium

Or

Belgium + **

Worldwide *
Belgium
Belgium + **

Or

Or
Worldwide *worldwide = for those countries for which
PlayRight has a bilateral agreement. More
information: http://playright.be/fr/international/
** fill out for which specific countries you
would like to entitle PlayRight to claim
your rights. Please, take into account the
countries in which PlayRight has a bilateral
agreement

Worldwide I herewith confirm that I am aware of the Article 13 and 14 of
PlayRight Rules of Procedure.
Date

Signature

Please sign and return your request to PlayRight S.C.R.L. - Boulevard Belgica 14 - 1080 Brussels by registered
letter with delivery receipt. Or by emailing it to: members@playright.be

